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Greater Asset Accountability.
Full chain-of-custody detail from receiving through delivery for inbound
and interoffice packages.

Self-service recipient delivery status through your corporate intranet.

Scheduling and tracking of deliveries and pick-ups.

Standard and customizable management and service-level 
commitment reports.

Tighter Process Control and Security.
Reduced shrinkage and loss in the delivery chain.

Effortless integration into your existing workflow.

Flexible text fields make adding purchase order, RMA, serial and asset
numbers a snap.

Superior outbound control—coordinate outbound shipments with mail
stop pick-ups; even connect with your shipping system.

Increased Operational Efficiency.
High-speed barcode efficiency from the experts.

Quick, logical courier routing.

Uncomplicated screens and navigation.

Improved service to internal customers.

Measurable workload and efficiency reporting.
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SCLIntra supports compatible 
hardware such as MSR, RFID, 

webcams, printers, scanners, scales,
and signature capture devices. 
The list is constantly growing! 

SCLIntra is scalable. SCLIntra is affordable. And SCLIntra is the only

fully-integrated system built to run on your corporate intranet and

capable of managing the entire delivery process. Regardless of whether

you have a single facility or a corporate campus, SCLIntra delivers:

SCLIntra Product Family

SCLIntra uses barcoding technology to monitor and control the

flow of tangible objects—mail, parcels, property, files or

people—as they enter and move through a facility. Designed for

rugged, real-world applications, SCLIntra features intuitive user

interfaces, simple hand-held data collection devices, intelligent

routing and sorting, proactive email notification, signature

capture and in-depth reporting. It allows any user to track any

object, and monitor distribution, anywhere within your facility; 

yet it’s flexible enough to adapt to the way your business already

works. Simply choose the SCLIntra product that’s right for you: 

Track Anything, Anywhere

Feature I-Box Enterprise
Receive Mixed Carriers • •
Sort • •
Item or Bulk Update/Move • •
Quick Search • •
User-Defined Search & Reporting •
Desktop Pick-Up Request (files, packages, interoffice mail) •
Interoffice Mail Management •
Item/People Alerts • •
Image Capture (visitors, assets, damaged goods, etc.) •
Access Database •
SQL/MSDE/Oracle Database Options •
System Integration (PeopleSoft, SAP, etc.) •
User Defined Fields (linkable & searchable) 10 20
Custom Drop-Down Menus • •
Charge Back Reporting •
Crystal/Business Objects Reports • •
Custom Search Queries •
Parent/Child One-to-Many Relationships •
Multi-Sort Tool •
Multiple Profiles (Package, Asset, Visitor tracking) •
Windows Mobile Devices •
Palm O.S. • •
Ethernet Synchronization, Remote Sites •
Server-Directed Mobile Computers •
Unattended Mobile Computer Data Transfer • •
Multiple Realtime Wireless Options •
Search and Item Notification on Mobile Device •
Fully Encrypted Mobile Communications •
UPS/FedEx/DHL Manifest Download & Reconciliation •
Recipient Import Management Tools • •
Extensive Password Rule Building •
Multi-Layer User Privileges • •
Role-Based Security •
Biometric Security Options •
Network Pass-Through/Single Sign-On Authentication •
Web-Enabled Search & System Management • •
100% Web/.NET Enabled •
Hosted or Local Installation Versions •

SCLIntra I-Box
SCLIntra I-Box, a stand-alone system designed for 
the volume of most users, is equipped with everything
you need to be immediately productive. Typically
placed and managed right at the point of use, 
SCLIntra I-Box can grow with you—just add portable
delivery computers and additional workstations as
volume grows.

SCLIntra Enterprise
A Microsoft® .NET Framework-based application,
SCLIntra Enterprise is a network-installed system of
software and hardware optimized for use on your
corporate intranet. Used by companies who require
multi-building visibility or 100% Web-served
applications, SCLIntra Enterprise
provides accountability across
the campus or the world. With
built-in wireless components
and accessible through a
browser anywhere on your
network, SCLIntra Enterprise
can be configured to track
and report on any item as it 
moves throughout your 
organization. 

Delivering Accountability

Tracking Systems for Mail, Parcels, Files, Property or People!

* Ask for our FAQ for your IT Department.

 



Tracking & Accountability Applications Package Tracking Profile

SCLogic and its network of certified business partners deliver

innovative tracking solutions that leverage the latest barcode scanning,

printing, mobile data collection and wireless technologies for business

advantage. We write our own software, perform our own deployment

services, staff our technical support lines, and train our customers

face-to-face. We provide the hardware, assemble it ourselves and offer

our own Hot-Spare service. This singular focus makes all the

difference. So when it comes to in-house item tracking and

distribution, it’s no surprise that our flagship software engine,

SCLIntra™, delivers accountability — for anything, anytime, anywhere.

Vertical Markets:

Pharmaceutical

Universities

Distribution

Hospitality

Laboratory Courier

Legal

Manufacturing
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Rugged handheld
computers read
inbound package
tracking numbers,
identify the carrier,
date and time stamp
receipts; plus count,
record, and verify
all packages as 
they are received.

Case Study:
Automating Internal Delivery.

From the point at which a package lands on the receiving dock to 

the point at which it’s delivered to the final recipient, SCLIntra is

in total control, every step of the way. This ensures 100% package

accountability through the use of rock-solid process control,

security and operational efficiency… all of which have a direct

impact on your bottom line, regardless of your organization’s size. 

Here’s how easy it is to track packages with SCLIntra:

Corporate Campus
TO: Alonso, Sandy (salonso)

Mailstop: 1
Department: DEV
Phone: 204

External Carrier: FedEx
Model: 4412567
Manufacturer: GUSS Parts
Purchase Order: GUSS-4302

/2005 9:45:45 A
M

10140654690003
Automatically generate 
labels that contain all the
essential delivery and 
routing information. Just 
scan, print and deliver.

Scan and Receive
Process up to 1200 packages per hour. Just scan carrier 
barcodes and automatically verify delivery counts.

Sort
Point and click to match each package with a recipient in the
database. SCLIntra addresses, routes, and prints labels for efficient
delivery. If desired, create labels to make interoffice mail traceable.

Route
Pick delivery routes, HotSync® to move information on sorted
packages to mobile devices, and send your team on its way. 

Notify
SCLIntra automatically sends an email notification to each
recipient, eliminating unnecessary calls and inquiries. You decide
when and if these are sent.

Deliver
Deliver your way. Choose from dozens of proven desktop delivery
options—signature capture, location scan, bulk deliver, alternate
recipient, ID Badge scan, parent-child delivery and many more.
Combine options to match your accountability needs.

A Simple, Speedy, 
Customizable Process.

mmSCLIntra Applications

Many clients who initially deploy SCLIntra for package tracking

soon realize there are a myriad of other applications that are a

natural fit for a robust product of this nature. Simply put, SCLIntra

can use barcoding technology to monitor and control the flow of

any tangible object—such as parcels, property, files or people—

as they enter and move through a facility.

The rugged Symbol
MC9000 mobile
computer speeds
response by giving
your employees
timely access to the
information they
need to do their jobs
faster and better.

Internal Delivery 
From dock to desktop, SCLIntra automates receiving, sorting
and delivery processes while expanding tracking visibility
across the corporate Intranet and beyond. Features include
network level administration and security for mail
accountability, integrated imaging features that allow users 
to store and/or email images of suspicious or damaged
packages, specialized departmental charge-back tools,
numerous internal pick-up request choices, extensive
reporting capabilities, and hands-off interoffice mail
management. Just scan and deliver with our IT-friendly solution.

Asset Tracking
SCLIntra helps organizations to define, track, manage, 
search and report on virtually any asset—IT equipment,
furniture, A/V equipment, software, engineering parts, art
work and automobiles. The flexibility of the software allows
users to define the item variable fields, the statuses of the
tracking process and information about the recipients or
locations of assets.

Courier Route Management
SCLIntra provides signature-level accountability for couriers
who pick-up and deliver traceable items—from legal or
financial documents and files to laboratory samples or payroll.
SCLIntra manages pre-assigned delivery routes and on-the-fly
pickups and deliveries. Utilizing existing barcodes or
preprinted labels, drivers track all movement of items from
dock to dock and finally to the end recipient.

File Tracking
SCLIntra helps clients define, track, manage, search and
report on the movement of files within an organization.
SCLIntra’s flexible interface allows users to customize their
view using variable fields, monitor movement and report on
information relating to ownership or current location of files.
Using the Parent/Child relationship function, individual files
can be boxed, moved and updated with just one scan.

Visitor Tracking
SCLIntra tracks the movement of visitors as they enter, move
within and exit a building. Choose how you want to capture
visitor information and let SCLIntra do the work — record an
electronic signature from the visitor, automatically add visitor
information through a quick scan of their driver’s license, or
capture a digital image of your visitor with a Web camera.
Store this information in the database or even print it out on
the visitor’s badge. Our sophisticated search engine allows
clients to easily view visitor 
status and history and a host 
of other critical data.    
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Sort
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Route
Pick delivery routes, HotSync® to move information on sorted
packages to mobile devices, and send your team on its way. 

Notify
SCLIntra automatically sends an email notification to each
recipient, eliminating unnecessary calls and inquiries. You decide
when and if these are sent.

Deliver
Deliver your way. Choose from dozens of proven desktop delivery
options—signature capture, location scan, bulk deliver, alternate
recipient, ID Badge scan, parent-child delivery and many more.
Combine options to match your accountability needs.

A Simple, Speedy, 
Customizable Process.

mmSCLIntra Applications
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soon realize there are a myriad of other applications that are a

natural fit for a robust product of this nature. Simply put, SCLIntra

can use barcoding technology to monitor and control the flow of
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as they enter and move through a facility.

The rugged Symbol
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Internal Delivery 
From dock to desktop, SCLIntra automates receiving, sorting
and delivery processes while expanding tracking visibility
across the corporate Intranet and beyond. Features include
network level administration and security for mail
accountability, integrated imaging features that allow users 
to store and/or email images of suspicious or damaged
packages, specialized departmental charge-back tools,
numerous internal pick-up request choices, extensive
reporting capabilities, and hands-off interoffice mail
management. Just scan and deliver with our IT-friendly solution.

Asset Tracking
SCLIntra helps organizations to define, track, manage, 
search and report on virtually any asset—IT equipment,
furniture, A/V equipment, software, engineering parts, art
work and automobiles. The flexibility of the software allows
users to define the item variable fields, the statuses of the
tracking process and information about the recipients or
locations of assets.

Courier Route Management
SCLIntra provides signature-level accountability for couriers
who pick-up and deliver traceable items—from legal or
financial documents and files to laboratory samples or payroll.
SCLIntra manages pre-assigned delivery routes and on-the-fly
pickups and deliveries. Utilizing existing barcodes or
preprinted labels, drivers track all movement of items from
dock to dock and finally to the end recipient.

File Tracking
SCLIntra helps clients define, track, manage, search and
report on the movement of files within an organization.
SCLIntra’s flexible interface allows users to customize their
view using variable fields, monitor movement and report on
information relating to ownership or current location of files.
Using the Parent/Child relationship function, individual files
can be boxed, moved and updated with just one scan.

Visitor Tracking
SCLIntra tracks the movement of visitors as they enter, move
within and exit a building. Choose how you want to capture
visitor information and let SCLIntra do the work — record an
electronic signature from the visitor, automatically add visitor
information through a quick scan of their driver’s license, or
capture a digital image of your visitor with a Web camera.
Store this information in the database or even print it out on
the visitor’s badge. Our sophisticated search engine allows
clients to easily view visitor 
status and history and a host 
of other critical data.    
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